November’s CRUSER NEWS highlights exciting unmanned research and experimentation at the Naval Postgraduate School. From the Center for Autonomous Vehicles Research’s (CAVR) new undersea docking station to the opening of our newest laboratory, the Advanced Robotic Systems Engineering Laboratory (ARSEN) I’m sure you will enjoy reviewing this issue. Of interest to the CRUSER Community is the launching of AUSVI’s new public educational website dedicated to providing information on many topics related to unmanned systems and robotics (page 3).

I would also like to welcome Andrea Davis as CRUSER’s dedicated archivist. A federal librarian at NPS, she will dedicate a portion of her time ensuring the community is keep informed on new publications and documents associated with the development and use of unmanned systems. Please see “The Librarian’s Corner” on page 4.

Your organization or command has a standing invitation to submit a short 300 word abstract on your activities for publication in CRUSER NEWS. Please submit to Ms. Lisa Trawick at ljtrawic@nps.edu.

Sincerely,

Jeff Kline
Director, CRUSER